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SYSTEMS OF PASTURE SEED PRODUCTlON IN LATIN AMERICA 

John E. Ferguaon• 

ABSTRACT 

Five basic production ayatems by which seed of grasa and legume cultivara arrive at the 
mart.et are proposed and described. These are: 1. Traditional forgrassas; 2. Legumesfrom 
plantation agricuhure; 3. Legumes with physical suppon; 4. Grassas and legumes as 
pasturas; 6. Grasses and legumes as crops. The panicular species and countrias whare 
these systems presently exist are defined. The relativa and futura roles of these systems 
and the most peninent areas for research are discussed thereby providing guidelines for 
futura seed development strategies. 

The availability and cost per kg of pure live 
seed to a beef producer frequently deter· 
mines if the potential of a forage cultivar can 
be realizad in terms of animal production. 
Even in Latin Americe where the predomi
nan! method of distribution and establish
ment of grasses has been by vegetativa 
propagation, larga scale pastura improve
ment within extensiva cattle production 
systems is feasible only by means of seed. 
This is p8nicularly the case with legumes 
and improved cultivars of grasses. 

With the majority of tropical pastura 
spacies the production of seed is a relatively 
new endeavor, both commercially and from 
the viewpoint of scientific investigation. In 
Australia, Brazil, Colombia and Kenya, 
however, seed production has developed 
considerably in the last decade. The 

: literatura on pasture seed production is now 
expanding. The review of Humphreys (7), 

' . • Seed Production Speciallst, Beef Productlon Progrem, 
Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical, Call, 
Colomt,ia. 

then Jones and Roe (8), provide the first 
comprehensive presentations of the classic 
components of seed production as appl ied to 
the present day ranga of species and 
cultivars. Numerous other publications 
relate either lo the behavior and manage
ment of panicular species, specific cultural 
practicas or national summaries of seed 
production activities. Discussion of pasture 
seed production, however, is complicated by 
the number and diversity of species, either 
presently under commercial production or 
experimentation which may result in futura 
ralease, and by the multiplicity of ways by 
which seed arrives atthe market. Vicary(16) 
drew attention to the diversity of seed 
producing enterprises in nonhern Australia 
while Hopkinson (61 has described the 
progressive phases of build up of supply of a 
new e u ltivar. 

This papar aims to provide a general 
description of how pastura seed is presently 
produced in lowland tropical Latin Americe 
but from the viewpoint of production 
systems. In addition, the role of research 
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within each system and how thesa systems 
can respond to futura neads is discussed. 

SEED PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 

A pastura seed production system is 
regarded as all the biological, technological 
and managerial components relating to a 
particular species and how these com
ponente intarsct in the production of sead as 
a msrketable product. 

In seeking to define such systems, 
emphasis hes been placad upon: (a) the 
degree to which sead production iscompati
ble with forage management for beef cattle 
or soma other production enterprise. (b) The 
extent to which the biological requirements 
of the species for sead production are 
satisfied by: locating the crop in an ap
propriate geographic region and/or a 
specific sita therein and/or applying cultural 
practicas to various degrees of intensity and 
skill. (e) The grouping of species or cultivara 
receiving similar production components 
into the sama system, eiming to minimiza 
the number of systems but to evoid drastic 
generalitites. 

Five basic saad production systems are 
proposad. These are: 

System 1. Traditional for grasses 
System 2. l.egume from plantation 

agricultura 
System 3. l.egumes wlth physical sup

port 
System 4. Grasses and legumes as 

pasturas 
System 6. Grasses and legumes as 

crops. 

System 1. Tradltlonal for gra8888 

This system is confinadtocertaingrasses, 
well naturalizad in soma livestock produc
tion areas, both in pasturas and aloná 
roedsides. Their lnitital spread or establish
ment was either natural or for pastura, but 
not for the purpose of sead production. With 
the exception of limiting access of cattle 
after a certain date, the graziars apply no 
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spacific seed management practicas. 
Flowaring and seading, howaver, are well 
synchronizad with the termination of the 
wet season and in most years saed sat is 
high and saad can be harvested as a cash 
crop. 

Harvesting is conductad manually. lt 
normally involves a contractual arranga
ment between the grazier and a traveling 
merchant who then subcontracts to local 
laborera to conduct the harvest. Soma 
graziers, however, do organiza and control 
their harvast. The main harvest mathod is to 
cut the flowering stems with a reaping hook 
or machete then construct orderly heaps 
with the stems arrangad either horizontally 
or inclinad upwards. The completad heap is 
coverad with vegetativa material. The heaps 
are constructad progressively in the fiald 
with tha advance of the cuttars through the 
fiald and only occasionally is the extra effort 
made to transport this material from thefiald 
to a shelter. After five to seven days the 
heaps are opanad and tha stems are 
threshed manually bybeing knockad against 
a stick or the ground. The datached seed 
mass is then baggad and transferred to 
shelter. Further cleaning is minimal and 
confinad to removal of vegetativa material. 
Final drying procadures are variable but 
normally involve exposure to the sun. An 
alternativa harvest method is to simplyenter 
an overmature crop and collect the fallen 
seed from the ground using rakes and 
brooms. 

Commarcial saed lots ara extremely 
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variable in all components of quality. The ·1 
most obvious character of such seed is tha 
high but variable contenta of sand, soil, parta · 
of leaves and stems and empty ''saed". ~ 
Conversety the seed technologist would ~ 
describa the sama sead lotas having low but 
variable purity (by the lnternational defini
tion) and a high inert matter content. 
Obviously the seed collacted from the ': 
ground will have the highest sand and soil 
fraction. On the other hand particular seed 
lots can be almost free of sand, soil an~ 
vegetativa material. The constan! variable is · 
the proportion of seed-like structures con-
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taining a caryopsis. i.e. the content ol pura 
seed by the lnternational delinition. Ger· 
mination. too. is highly variable relating to 
the content ol pura seed. the proportion ol 
inmatura seed and post-harvest handling. 
especially time and conditions in the heaps. 

.the rata ol drying and storage conditions. 

Seed yields are highly variable and 
estimates are complicated by the difficulty in 
measuring area ol harvest and the weighl 
and purity olthe final product. 

Seed sales are essentially local and 
without any standard delinitions or es
timates ol quality.ln particular regions seed 
is traded commercially and may move across 
adjacent national bordara. i.e .. lrom Colom· 
bia to Venezuela. 

This system has developed and lunctions 
without any governmental assistance or 
research input. While the product is unrelin· 

ed and variable. this system produces the 
largest vol u me ol pastura seed and it is the 
most widespread grass seed production 
system throughout Latin Americe. Spacies. 
countries and yields are summarized in 
Tabla 1. By lar.the greatesttotel production 
occurs in Brazil and Colombia . 

Aspects ol production a nd development ol 
this system have been described by severa! 
authors (1. 5. 9. 12. 15). Examination olthe 
basic natura olthis system would indicate 
that to improve lirstly quality and then 
quantity ol production. an intensiva 
research effort is not required but more the 
application and extension ol available 
technology. Research efforts to understand 
more ol the ellects and control ol the 
sweating phase. i.e. while the harvested 
material is kept moist in heaps (14). and to 
develop more appropriate seed processing 
equipment (11) should be continuad. 

Tabla 1.Distrlbution and aeed yields of grassea In the traditional grasa ayetem (System 1 ). 

• 

Species 

Hypsrrhenis rufa 
(Neos) Stapf. 

Psnicum msx.imum Jacq. 

Dichsnthium eristatum 
(Poir.) C.E. Hubbard 

Melinis minutillore 
Beauv. 

Cenchrus ciclisris L. 

"Unrefined leed of variebto bu! genefalty kM' purity. 

Country 

Brazil, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Mexico 
Panamé, Perú, Venezuela 

Brazil. Bolivia 
Costa Rica, 
Colombia, Ecuador. 
Mexico, Venezuela 

Colombia, Venezuela 

Brazil, Colombia 
Costa Rica, 
Venezuela 

Colombia, Mexico, 
Venezuela 

Seed yield" 

kg/ha 

1 ()().200 
(1 harvest) 

50·100 
(1·2 harvests) 

75-150 
t1-2 harvests, 
often irrigated) 

75-150 
(1 harvest) 

50·100 
(1 harvest. 
without heaping) 
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The system could be improvad in the 
following ways: 

11 Refinad on-farm, post-harvast manage
ment. Firstly, mora understanding and 
control of the swaating phase. Sacondly, tha 
usa of cheap plastic sheeting and inclinad 
scalping screens during the thrashing phase 
to reduce the proponion of inen matter. 
Thirdly, mora emphasis upon slow, natural 
drying under shade. 

21 Off-farm mechanical seed procassing to 
improve the purity of marketed seed. This 
could be providad either by a netional 
institution or private individua la organizing a 
processing facility within a major production 
area. Equipment requirad may include a pre
cleaner ora scalper, an adjustable hammer
mill or a debearder and air-screen cleaner 
and a gravity tabla. 

3) Davaloping an increasad understand
ing of seed quelity. The first requirement 
would be a standard definition and meas
urement of sead purity for each species. 
then the development of a sead testing 
sarvice facility. The latter would be best 
provided by a national institution. Also 
required would be an aducational program 
to emphasize tha roles of purity, germina
tion, pure liva sead content end their 
relationship to seeding ratas. 

4) Encouraging panicular land owners to 
engage more seriously in sead production. 
This would involve a commitment to the 
selection of uniform. weed-free pastura 
seed production areas and more intensjye 
management. In some mixed crop and cattle 
production regions. it should be possible to 
use slashing and combine harvesting with 
specific adjustments or adaptations of 
equipment usad for food crop production. 

Severallarge commercial seed companies 
are entering into contractual arrangements 
with graziers; therefore,this system is likely 
to be more productiva in the futura. lt should 
be notad, however. that a high degree of 
refinement olthis system would constitute a 
transition to System 4. 
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Systam 2. Legumas from plantation 
agricultura 

This system is confinad to legunies . .' 
1 

capable of providing stable ground cover • 
under perennial tree plantations in the • · 
humid tropics. Plantations for rubber, palm · 
oil and coconuts are developed obviously . • 
where ecological conditions favor these 
panicular crops. The legume provides a ., 
living mulch for control of erosion endweads \' 
and becomes progressively under panial 
shade. Seed production from the legume is .¡ 
not an initial objective, but is an occasional , 
secondary cash crop. 

Grazing is not a pan olthe management 
system in rubber and oil palm plantations. 
The legume is manually cut away from the· 
base of the traes and may be dafoliated 
occasionally either manuallyor mechanical
ly. Pre-harvest management ofthe legume 
is essentially minimal or zero. 

Within a minority of plantations and only 
in someyears, saedsatofthe lag u me maybe 
relatively prolific in pans of the plantations. 
Some managers diven labor to manual seed 
harvesting, generally the wives and children 
ol permanent workers. Harvastad pods are 
sun driad and threshad manually. 

The marketed product is of high purity but 
with variable germination which is relatad to 
seed age and storage conditions. Seed 
supply from this system is obviously 
irregular. Seed moves into national markets, 
but also moves internationally because of 

•1 the marketing contacts of the plantation 
industry. At presant within Latín Americe 
only Puererie pheseoloides (Roxb.) Bentti ~ 
var. javanica (Banth) Bak. is producad from • 
within Alrican oil palm or rubber plantations 
(Tabla 2). lt is imponant to note, however. 
that other legumas, such as Centroseme 
spp., and Desmodium ovelifolium Val'¡l. 
could be produced within this system. 

The saed yield potential of P. phaseoloi@!i 
without physical suppon is not well defined 
in Latín Americe. At Carimagua in aastarn 
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Tabla 2. Dlatrtbutlon and - ylatdo of P. phsseoloides wltllln the plantation agricultura ayotem 
ISyotem 21. 

Species Country Saad yield 

kg/ha 

P. phsseoloides Brazil, Colombia, 10-60 
with African oil Ecuador, Guatemala 11 harvest) 
palm or rubber 

Colombia (4°N), Raúl Pllrez (personal com-. 
munication) has recordad hand-harvasted 

· yields betwaen 6 and 80 kg/ha from pura 
stands. At CIAT's headquartars, (3°N)yields 
of 600 and 340 kg/ha ware recordad from 
hand and direct combine harvasting, respec
tiValy. Tha specias. tharefora, doas have an 
attractiva saad yiald potential assentially 
unaxploilad at presant in Latín Americe. 

As larga araas of P. phaseo/oidesprasant
ly axist and will axpand consisten! with the 
growing plantation industry. maans .to 
incraasathe vol u me of P. phasaoloidessead; 
or of othar spacias, within this systam 
should be examinad. Thasa includa: 

1)1mprovad laison be\Waan tha plantation 
and pastura saed industrias as ragards 
dafinition of damand, production potantial 
and mathodology and sharecropping 
agraamants. 

2) Purposaful salaction of spacific 
gaographic regionswherathe lagume would 
consistantly produce reasonabla saed 
yialds. lncludad hera ara considarations of: 
latitude, as P. pheseoloides has a short-day 
flowaring responsa, lowland low latituda 
areas hava a lowar yield potantial, but yialds 
should be anractive above 8° latitud& even at 
low altitudes; rainfall distribution relatiVa to 

"daylangth, in particular the requirement for 
a markad changa to a consistan! dry saason 

• combinad with shortar photopariods; radia
. tion lavals, avoiding a raes with consistantly 

high cloud covar throughout the year. 

' 3) Salection of spacific areas within 
plantations which aralocatadwithin optimal 

gaographic regions. Thasa araas would 
hava: mínimum shading eilhar becausa of 
young traes, low trae densitv or old diseased 
trae populations; light soil typas, promoting 
moistura stress in tha dryer saason; flat 
topography, prelerably with completa land 
clearing to facilitate mechanizad crop 
management. 

41 More intensiva managemant of thasa 
selectad araas for saad production. lncludad 
hera may be: fertilizar application for the 
lagume, aspecially to fulfill requiramants lor 
P, S, K. Mg, Zn or Mo; insect control, if and 
when naedad; datarmination of hlirvest 
mathod relatad lo availabilitv of labor or the 
potential for a direct combine harvast, 
possibly on a contractual basis; the benafit of 
a cheap partial support system to facilitate a 
hand harvast. 

Systam 3. Lagumas with physlcal 
aupport 

This aystam is confinad to lag u mas with a 
twining growth habit. Areas of lagume are 
establishad and then a support system is 
erectad and the stems encouragad to climb 
the supports. The support svstem is usually a 
bamboo and wire combination, or may be 
simpler and more variable using plant stakes 
or old stems without interconnection. 

Sead production is the primary objectiva . 
No specific consideration is made for 
selection of an appropriate geographic 
location, in fact, a lack of climatic adaptation 
for saed production in the particular location 
may be partially compansatad for by the 
support system. 
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The suppon system negates alternativa 
use by grll.ling, facilitates the obligatory 
hand harvest but restricta the size of the 
production area. Management is semi
intensiva and may include fertilization, 
insect controland irrigation to promote high 
yields and thereby compensate for the cost 
of the suppon system. Pods are harvested 
manually and repetitively, normally on a 
programmed sequence. Pods are simply sun 
dried and threshed manually or by simple 
mechanical means, i.e. a stationary 
thresher. Seed yields can be very high. 
Purity and germination are normally high. 
Seed is often used on the same propeny or 
sold locally. The species most frequently 
involved are listad in Tabla 3. 

Lotero (1 0) reponed high yields with 
Cs/opogonium muconoidss Desv. produc
ing 800 kg/ha, P. phsseoloides 838 kg/ha 
and Glycine wightii (R. Grah. ex Wight & 
Arn.) Verde. 622 kg/ha in Medellln, Colom
bia. Farfán (4) reponed yields at Porto Viejo, 
Ecuador, with Centrosems pubescens 
8enth. yielding 950 kg/ha, Mscroptilium 
stropurpureum (D.C.) Urb. 267 kg/ha and 
Mscrotyloms sxillsrs (E. Mey.) Verde. 280 
kg/ha. At Santander de Quilichao, Cauce, 
Colombia, Csntrossms spp.. have yielded 
650 kg/ha in the first year. 

This system is efficient and practica! only 
on a limitad scale with valuable material 
where labor is cheap and readily available. 
These limitations, dictate a primary and 
transitory role for this system because if 

demand or costs for a panicular species 
continua to rise, significan! expansion of 
production can only occur by a transition to 
either System 4 or 5. 

Research within this system should be 
directed towards assisting this transition by 
the identification of cultural practicas and . 
appropriate geographic regions such that 
mechanical harvesting is economic. 
Another line of research could investigate 
the use of low cost suppon systems, 
(including multiple crop combinations which 
could be mechanically harvested) and 
chemical growth regulators. 

In the futura this system will be used to 
initiate seed increase of promising germ
plasm within national institutions producing 
seed for experimental purposes and provide 
high and rapid multiplication rates to both 
seed producersor graziers initiating produc
tion of a new variety where initial seed 
supply is either restricted or expensive. 

System 4. Gra888s and legumes as 
pasturas 

This system can involve both grasses and 
legumes. The species or cultivars involved 
are relatively new. The geographic region 
involved is one where the species is well 
adaptad for forage production. and in most 
years, also in terms of seed set. lnitital 
establishment is for the purpose of develop
ing improved pasturas. either in pure or 
mixed stands. While the initital objective of 

Tablo 3. Distributlon and l88d yields of legumes grown In tha physlcalsupport system (System 
3(. 

Species Country Seed yield 

kg/ha 

C. pubescens Colombia and ovar 100 

G. wightii Ecuador ovar 100 

P. phsseoloides ovar 100 • 
C. mucunoides ovar 100 
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the grazier is to produce forage for cattle 
production, he is attractad into becoming a 
sead producer either by high sead prices or 
the recognition that he can harvest his own 
seed for further property development. Seed 
production is therefore a secondary cash 
crop. 

In the years when sead production is an 
objective, the grazier restricts grazing in 
particular areas and generally without any 
further input. this area is lefl to flower and 
set seed. These areas may have been 
fertilizad to exploitthe forage yield potential 
of new or improvad cultivars. Harvesting is 
conducted by contract by either manual or 
mechanical means. The tendency however. 
is definitely towards combine harvesting. 
Seed is sun·driad on the property, but is 
generally transportad to a processing facility 
where seed is cleaned and classifiad. ,The 
qualitY offinal sead lots is variable but can be 
high. Sead yields are variable and generally 
moderate for the species. Total sead vol u me. 
however. is sufficient to significantly affect 
national supplies and prices as the areas 
involved increase. 

This system is obviously .intermadiate 
between Systems 1 and 5. Sorne may even 
argue that it is not a discreta system. At 
present it is not common in Latin America. 
certainly not with legumes, but this reflects 
the scant number of relatively new pasture 
cultivara recently available (Table 4). This 
system is not promotad by research and 

development but tends to evolve naturally in 
response to strong economic demand for 
sead recognizable by progressive graziers 
within the same region. 11 is a relatively low 
cost method of seed production and if it 
develops on any scale. it negates the need 
for the development of System 5, for the 
particular cultivars involvad within that 
particular country. The problem is however, 
that it is unlikely to develop rapidly enough 
for sorne cultivars and not at all for others. 
especially legumes in low latitude regions. 
The producers in this system are innovative 
entrepreneurs who move in and out of seed 
production depending upon the balance 
between seed prices and the need for forage. 
Sorne, however. are anractad into the 
enterprise and may become specialist 
producers•. The system. therefore, con· 
tributes both sead and seadsmen and is a 
bridging mechanism to the process of 
national seed improvement. 

System 6. Grasses and lagumes as 
c:rops 

This system can include both grasses and 
legumes and the cultivars involvad may be 
traditional or new. The principal objective is 
the production of sead. with limited 
emphasis upon production of forage. L.and 
areas are selectad and seed crops are 
establishad and managed towards this 
primary goal. A sead crop of a pasture 

• See Rayman's chapter in this book. (Editor's nota) . 

Table 4. Distributlon and aeed ylelds of specles In the pastura system (System 41. 

Specifls 

Brechisria decumbens Stapf. 

P. maximum 
(cv. Colonilo. Green Panic, etc.) 

.. M. etropurpureum 

Country 

Colombia, Venezuela 
and Brazil 

Brazil 

Brazil 

Seed yield 

kg/ha 

5·50 
(1 -2 harvestsl 

50-100 
(1-2 harvests) 

20-50 
(1-2 harvests) 
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species may form pan of a food or fiber crop 
rotation and also provide secondary income 
from hay (especially with legumes)or limitad 
grazing (especially with grasses). 

This system develops within, or in time 
evolves towards. geographic regions best 
suited for the production of seed. In sorne 
cases specific climatic and edaphic 
ecologies are purposely sought outto locate 
seed crops. Such regions may be distinct and 
distant from the regions where the seed is 
used in pastura establishment. 

A funher dimension is the degree of 
management skill which is introduced by 
producers more inclined to apply specific 
cultural practicas. mechanical ingenuity and 
concentration of effon. 

Most producers have invested in specializ
ed equipment. such as combines. artificial 
dryers, slashers. cultivating implements. 
seeders and seed processing machinery. 
Perhaps also land. irrigation equipment and 
sprayers are purchased. The need for large 
capital investment may lead to the involve
ment of corporate organizations, afane or 
linked to governmental agencies. 

The full spectrum of conventional seed 
crop cultural practicas are applied to the 
pastura seed crops as required; in particular. 
complete land preparation, high seeding 
ratas. fertilizers. defoliation, integrated 
weed control (including cultivation and 
herbicidas), insect control and appropriate 
efforts to maintain genetic purity. lrrigation 
may be applied to sorne species. The 
majority of crops are mechanically 
harvested, generally using conventional 
crop combin~s but the system may include 
manual harvesting. Seed processing is 
complete. and is conducted either on the 
same property or at centralizad processing 
facilities. Seed is stored in appropriate sites. 

Seed yields respond to the more intensa 
management and more optimal en
vironments, and are therefore higher and 
more consisten!. Seed quality is generally 
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higher reflecting both improved seed 
processing and storage conditions and 
quality control standards regulated by 
national agencies. Seed is marketed more 
systematically, both nationally and inter
nationally. 

This system is the most intensiva and 
specialized. At present within LatinAmerica 
it is not well developed or widespread as 
indicated by the species, countries and 
especially yields(Table 5). However. this 
system does offer greater opportunities for 
viable commercial production, higher yield 
and quality potentials. more consisten! 
market availability and lower prices for many 
species. 11 is panicularly appropriate for 
species or cultivars which either {a) have 
specific climatic, edaphic, pollination and/or 
isolation requirements to produce 
economically viable seed yields, (b) difficult 
maturity, harvesting or quality character
istics, or (e) constitute new cultivars, 
developed either by introduction or plant. 
improvement programs. Ultimately only this 
svstem will resolve futura demands for 
many legume species or will reduce prices to 
the consumar as the number of independ
ent producers and areas under crop in
crease. 

The developmental research by several 
authors (2, 3, 4. 13). the Instituto de 
Pesquisas IRI in Brazil, and the coordinating 
and publishing effons of the Instituto 
Interamericano de Ciencias Agrfcolas (IICA), 
have contributed significantly to the initia
tion of commercial production in various 
countries. 

Research programs within national in
stitutions are required to contribute towards 
the development and efficiency of this 
system. While these institutions tend to be · 
naturally involved in inititating production, it 
must be stressed that ultimately production 
is most efficient in the hands of semi
autonomous organizations or independent 
operators. Research therefore, must be 
progressively modified to be responsiva to 
their particular needs. lnitially research 
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Table 5. Distributlon and seed yialds of specias in the crop systam (Systam 6). 

Species Country Seed yield 

kg/ha 

B. decumbens Colombia, Bolivia 10-100 
Brazil 

BrachiariB humidicola (Rendle) Brazil 10-50 
Schweickt. 

P. maximum Bolivia, Brazil 20-50 

Setaria anceps Stapf. ex Massey Brazil 20-50 

G. wightii Bolivia, Brazit 100-300 

Lablab purpureus (L) Sweet Bolivia 500-1200 

M. atropurpureum Brazil 

Stylosanthes capitata Vog. Brazil 

Stylosanthes guianensis Brazil 
(Aubl.) Sw. 

should emphasize the definition of ap
propriate geographic regions for each 
species, regions with sufficient local diversi
tv to accomodate various species, seed 
yields therein, the mejor determinants of 
seed yield and quality and the provision of 
basic seed stocks for potential producers. In 
time research should focus on the 
progressive refinement of economic produc
tion systems for a panicular species, and/or 
general problems of the growers in a 
particular region. 

Resources applied to seed production 
should be applied to adaptad cultivars or 
promising germplasm. Both commercial 
seed producers and researchers need to be 
relatad closely to germplasm development 
and evaluation programs to ensure that this 
genetic prerequisite is fulfilled. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The availability and cost of seed of each 
pastura cultivar is the result of a production 

\ system, the majar components of which are: 
• the particular species and its reproductiva 
mechanisms; the geographic region where it 

30-100 

50 

30-75 

is grown for the production of seed; and the 
management practicas applied. The five 
basic systems described here are by no 
means rigid but overlap and interrelate in 
the progressive development of seed 
supplies of anv one cultivar. The descrip
tions are incompleta, especially as regards 
exact location of production regions within 
countries and precise production data which 
is simply not available in the literatura. 

01 fundamental imponance for the 
development and economics of commercial 
seed production and any research effon to 
suppon this enterprise, is the definition and 
identification of appropriate geographic 
regions for seed production. Such regions 
provide faVorable combinations of climatic, 
edaphic and management factors to con
sistently promote high yields and high 
quality of seed of a numbar of species and 
thus allow the growth of a viable seed 
industry. As national needs will always 
involve a number of species which could 
differ in seed production requirements, a 
given country will need at least one produc
tion region with a diversa arrav of local 
ecologies or severa! separata regions. These 
regions· may be separata and distant from 
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livestock areas inferring the need for 
organizad seed movement. 

The value of these partly conceptual seed 
production systems is in the analysis of how 
futura seed needs can be fulfilled and the 
most appropriate role for the scant research 
resources available. Definition of the de
mand potential of proven adaptad cultivars is 
the starting point for a seed production 
effort. Obviously each country can have 
different cultivars and volume re
quirements. lf Systems 1 and 2 exist, their 

production potential should be closely 
examinad. While System 4 suggests an ideal 
situation it cannot be assumed that it will 
develop rapidly enough to satisfy demand 
and it is unlikely to cater for many legumes 
especially in low latitude regions. System 5 
will therefore be required to ensure suf
licient rapid and consisten! availability of 
seed at reasonable cost of many cultivars. 
especially existent and new legume 
cultivars. A research effort and speciafized 
producers are both needed to devefop this 
system, which will onfy be viable within 
particular geographic rdgions. 
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